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The PA Department of Health approved EMMCO West Protocol 123 (as
identified within the Statewide ALS/BLS Protocols) states the following:
“ Seatbelts or restraints will be securely fastened to the following individuals when the
vehicle is in motion All EMS vehicle operators
All patients
All non-EMS passengers (cab and patient compartment)
All EMS practitioners (when patient care allows)
All infants and toddlers (these children should be transported in an age appropriate
child seat if their condition allows). Children should not be placed in the cab
passenger seat with airbag.”
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12

13-14

The recent line of duty death of a Pennsylvania EMT has brought to light the
need for EMS personnel to make sure they are protecting # 1 first, themselves!
This starts by assuring that each and every time that you enter an EMS vehicle
you strap yourself into the seat. Providing EMS care is a dangerous occupation.
There are known and unknown hazards that EMS personnel are faced with
every day. Wearing a seatbelt in the cab or in the patient compartment minimizes potential injury or death should the EMS vehicle become involved in a
motor vehicle crash.
Helping to minimize occupational risks is the focus of a safety event conference
being held this coming November. The event is planned for November 9 and
10, 2012. Internationally renown “ambulance crash researcher” Dr. Nadine
Levick, MD, plus other speakers including Steve Forry and Kim Houser Esq.,
are confirmed for the conference. Conference brochures will be available in
early Fall 2012.
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The New Kid On the Block
By Caleb Dixon

Caleb Dixon
Emergency Preparedness Specialist

The Bottom Line
Is Patient Care.

The months of May
and June are inherently
busy months here at
EMMCO West. May
brings us Memorial Day
and EMS Appreciation
Week, while June is the
end of the fiscal year.
Add to this that I did
not start this position
until May 1st, and you
have a recipe for
heartburn, headaches,
sleepless nights, and
pulling out what little
hair I have left.
Let me back up and
tell you about myself. I
grew up in a military
family, moving around
and making new friends
every couple of years.
After graduating high
school in Hollywood, FL
I followed in my father’s
footsteps and enlisted in
the U.S. Coast Guard.
While in the Coast
Guard, in addition to my
other duties, I became an
Advanced Stretcher
Bearer (basically an
EMT).
Upon
transferring to Erie, PA I
took the Pennsylvania
EMT-B course and began
running as a volunteer.
Most recently I became
certified as a Nationally
Registered Paramedic.
If you were to talk to
someone who knows me
they would probably tell
you this: Caleb has very
high expectations, he
fights for what he
believes in, he is blunt

and says what he thinks,
at times he is difficult to
get along with and most
importantly he is fiercely
protective of the people
around him. They would
not be lying to you. I
always try to do what I
feel is best, but that does
not mean that it is always
the right thing. I am
learning something new
every day that I come to
work, and most days my
head is spinning trying
to figure out which way
to go.
I never anticipated
working in an office
setting, much less
working for EMMCO
West, but it was a great
decision. I thoroughly
enjoy running emergency
calls as a Paramedic, and
will continue to do so,
but using my skills to
make sure that we as a
community are prepared
is
an
amazing
opportunity. I am very
excited to work with the
EMS Strike Teams and
show the rest of the State
that our teams are
pre pare d to he lp
whenever called.
During
EMS
Appreciation Week I
had the privilege to visit
14 departments in our
region. I was shown the
new equipment that they
had purchased, given
tours of the facilities,
and even got to watch
part of a fire extinguisher

class at Seneca VFD.
The pride and expertise
that each department
showed made me proud
to be able to tell people I
work in this region.
Without providers such
as you, the communities
we protect would not be
nearly as safe. Every day
you answer the calls for
help, leave your jobs and
families, miss meals and
events, and put yourself
in harm’s way. For this
you deserve a huge
round of applause and a
very big THANK YOU!!!
As the end of this
fiscal year draws near I
will continue to run
around in circles, trying
to keep up with
deadlines and figuring
out which meeting I am
supposed to be at.
Through all of this
though, I will remember
that my job here at
EMMCO West is to
make sure that we are
prepared to go anywhere
and do anything to make
sure that the residents of
the United States are
safe.
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Learn how to effectively share your knowledge and experience with
today’s and tomorrow’s EMS providers !

September 2012
(Sept. 6, 8, 9, 11, 13, 20, 22, 23)
Evenings 6—10 PM

$125
Course
Cost

Weekends 9 AM—5 PM
What’s covered ?


Identifying teaching methods and approaches
that create innovative and motivational
educational programming



Discovering individual learning styles and look
at how learning styles affect the educational
process



Examining who the learners are and designing
educational programming to meet their
learning abilities



Designing lesson plans, objectives, and
evaluation tools from the National EMS
Educational Standards



Exploring the classroom environment and
virtual classrooms



Registration includes a copy
of this textbook and
learning style inventory
assessments.

Registration Deadline
AUGUST 31, 2012
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EMS Instructor Course
Application Form
Name: __________________________________________________________________________________
Address: _________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________
Day Phone: (

) _________________________________________________________________________

Email: ______________________________________________________
Certification Level & Number: (Check level and write in ID #)
___ EMT:

__________________

___ Paramedic:

__________________

___ PHRN:

__________________

Number of years certified? (Write In) _________
Current Professional Rescuer CPR?

____ Yes ____ No

Identify previous instructional experience (Write In):
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Course Cost: $125.00 (Includes textbook and course materials)
(Money orders or checks ONLY. Insufficient funds on checks will be subject to bank fees + $25.00)

Payment/Reimbursement:


Online Registration with Credit Card www.emmco.org “Events”



The course cost is due with the submission of the course application. If the course is cancelled, the
course cost will be refunded in full. Withdrawals five days prior to the starting date, the course cost will be refunded in full. After four days prior there
are no refunds for the course. If a student withdraws from the course they will receive the textbook and course materials.

Send Application:
EMS Instructor Courses
EMMCO West, Inc.
Suite 101, 16271 Conneaut Lake Rd.
Meadville, PA 16335

Registration Deadline is August 31, 2012
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What Can You Teach Me?
By Michelle Eaton
I just joined your service, but I’ve heard a lot of stories about my new “EMS Family”. I’m new to working in this field, so as
I look at my schedule, I can’t help but wonder what the shift will bring, not just what calls we will go on, but what will I
learn.
Today my partner is the Mr. Clean — You spend most of your work day lecturing others about polishing their shoes and
ironing their uniform. What can you teach me? Finally, I got up the courage to ask you why you care so much about your
appearance. Your answer, in EMS you have only a few seconds to make a first impression on a patient or their family
members. A patient begins to assess you by the way you knock on the door, carry your gear, and even by how you interact
with your partner. Make a bad impression and you run the risk of losing a patient’s trust. Without trust your patient may
not give you all the information you need to treat them appropriately. Your appearance is a very important factor in your
first impression. In that moment you taught me the importance of looking like a professional, not just acting like a
professional.
Today my partner is the Supervisor — You wear the gold strip and the white shirt. Your job is to watch over the staff and to
make sure we do our jobs. What can you teach me? It was a large MCI on the interstate, multiple vehicles, multiple EMS
agencies, and many patients. You assumed role as incident command. Our crews were shuffled around on scene and some
of us were transporting patients with crew members from other agencies. We spent several hours working that call.
During that time, you taught me the value of teamwork. It doesn’t matter the color of the uniform, we are all working
together for the patient.
Today my partner is the Old Timer — You’ve been doing this job since the days of the hearse ambulance scoop and run,
destination the hospital or the morgue. You spend most of your time complaining and making statements like “back in the
day, we didn’t need all these fancy gadgets”. What can you teach me? I will forever remember looking at that mangled car
knowing the little girl was alive inside but not knowing for how much longer. The fire department was too far away and we
needed to get her out as quickly as possible. You quietly mentioned a technique you learned years ago. I’ll be honest; I had
my doubts about trying it since it seemed so “old school”. I think the only reason that she survived is because your
suggestion worked. In that moment you taught me that you need to work with the tools that you have, not wish for the
ones you don’t have.
Today my partner is the Comedian — You always have a joke, a one liner, or a goofy face; whatever it takes to make
someone smile. You even keep smiling when no one laughs at your joke. What can you teach me? It was our third call, a
young child that had fallen from the monkey bars at school. She was wiggling around, crying and screaming. You went to
the rig, grabbed a pair of gloves and made turkey puppets. The puppet play you put on even made her laugh at its silliness.
In that moment, you taught me that laughter really is the best medicine.
Today my partner is the Kid — You are a high school student, barely old enough to drive. You have no life experience.
What can you teach me? As we were doing our car check I asked you why you wanted to get into this field. I listened to
you talk so passionately about being a fourth generation practitioner and having it in your blood. You talked about how
much pride you had for your mother each time she responded to a call, even when it meant missing a family meal or a
school play. She instilled in you an understanding of the importance of giving back to your community. Through your
speech, I learned about passion for the job, no matter whether it was volunteer or paid.
Today my partner is a preceptor and we have an EMT Student — You are still in class, learning about what a medical call
really is and how to treat a trauma patient. You are riding with us, so that you can try to get a feel for working in the field.
What can you teach me? It was our first call, a minor MVC. On our way to the call, I looked over and saw you fumbling to
get your gloves on. The fear was written all over your face. You reminded me of myself only a few shifts ago as I went on my
first call. It was then, that you taught me to have empathy for my partner, not just my patient.
I have a lot to learn about this job, but I have something to teach you as well. Remember to look at the faces of your
partner. Every one of them has a story to tell, an explanation of the history of how he or she became the person they are.
Take the time to get to know them; you should know who that person is that has your back when the call gets bad.
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Can You Hear Me Now?
By Bill McClincy
The Federal Communication Commission (FCC) has mandated that all VHF High
Band & UHF radio frequencies be narrowband compliant by January 1, 2013.
County 911 centers have begun the transition to the narrowband frequencies. To
keep regional EMS providers and EMS agencies apprised of the narrowbanding
transition process across the region, an online webpage has been created on the
EMMCO West website. Go to www.emmco.org . Click on the “Operations” Tab and
then “Narrowbanding” Tab.
Ineffective radio communications will occur between a non-narrowband compliant
radio system and a system that has been rebanded. Check the EMMCO West
website for the latest status of public safety radio system regarding radio
narrowbanding.

SAVE THE DATES!!!!!
Symposium 2013
April 4 - 6, 2013
Ambassador Conference Center
Erie, PA

If you are teaching a continuing education class and need to borrow
equipment from EMMCO West, please do so at least two weeks in advance.
You can do so by calling our office at 814-337-5380 and talking to Sue or by
emailing her at sue@emmco.org

When sending faxes to EMMCO West, please be sure to let us know who the
intended recipient is. It’s a lot easier for us to direct them to the right person
if we know who they need to go to. Thanks!!
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QRS Documentation
By Chris Heile
With consultation from
the PEHSC State EMS
Advisory Council’s EMS
Information Taskforce,
Chaired by Christopher
Heile, the Bureau of
EMS has released new
Patient Data Collection
requirements in its most
recent QRS Recognition
Manual.
QRS services may
continue to use an
electronic PCR program
and submit data to
EMMCO West or they
may use a paper form,
very similar to the
proposed Transfer of
Care form to document
patient care. Copies of
these paper forms must
be available for review at
licensure.
As quoted from the PA
DOH Recognition
Manual for QRS: “All

QRS are required to
collect, maintain and
report reliable patient
data and demographic
information for calls for
assistance in either a
paper (see example last
page) or electronic
format approved by the
Department of Health.
All patient care reports
(PCRs)
will
be
maintained in a secure
area and access to these
reports must be limited
to authorized personnel
as stated in the
regulation. All patient
care reports (PCRs) must
be
available
for
inspection by the
Department or Regional
EMS Council or when
otherwise needed.”

using electronic PCR
reporting, many for years
and years.
As of
December 2012, we will
no longer be covering
the cost of MedMedia’s
W e b P C R
f o r
QRS. Sometime before
now and then, QRS
services need to decide
whether to continue to
cover the cost of the
electronic software or
switch to a paper
form. Please weigh the
pros and cons carefully
before making any
decisions.

Contact Christopher
Heile with any questions.

EMMCO West would
like to thank those QRS
services who have been

Please be safe this summer. Protect yourself from the sun. Wear sunscreen!!
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The Mentor of the Year was Mr. Jim Kifer Jr. of EmergyCare.
Jim is the EmergyCare Education Coordinator and has served
in that role since 2004. Countless students have taken his
certification programs and other classes that he has
coordinated. Jim is described as an approachable person who
also works very hard to make sure that he teaches to the many
different learning styles that are found in a classroom.
Congratulations Jim!

The Volunteer EMS Practitioner of the Year, which was
sponsored by the Charles P. Leach Agency was presented to Mr.
Rick Alexander of Townville Ambulance Service. Rick has been
in EMS for 18 years, the last few at Townville Ambulance. Rick
is described as a devoted member of Townville, recruiting new
members, and working hard to retain those current members.
Rick is a role model to those in the department, acting as a
leader, inspiration and an example of an upstanding citizen.
Congratulations Rick!

The EMS Achievement Award was presented to Doug Dick of
Superior Ambulance. Doug has been involved in EMS for 36
years. He was described as someone who has dedicated his life
to EMS, serving the community and is continuously striving to
make improvement not only within his company but also in the
EMS community. Congratulations Doug!

Thank you for serving your communities!
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Evaluators &
Patient Actors
Needed
Earn Extra
Money

EMMCO West is searching for more ALS and BLS test evaluators and patient actors.

Evaluator Requirements:

Training Dates: October 16 & 18





Must attend an 8 hour DOH Evaluator
Course
Must be at least 18 years old
Must be a certified EMT or higher level
certification
Must be able to assist students with exam
activities (sit on floor, hold C-spine, lift
patients)

Patient Actor Requirements:
Training Dates To Be Announced





Must attend EMMCO West Patient Actor
Program
Must be at least 16 years old
Must be a certified First Responder (EMR)
or higher level certification
Be between 5 and 6 feet tall and weigh
less than 250 lbs.

Classes will be scheduled this fall… Watch our website for more information.

ALL EVALUATORS AND PATIENT ACTORS ARE PAID
INDEPENDENT CONTRACTORS WITH EMMCO WEST
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Using the Pennsylvania EPortal
Section A: Getting registered for the Pennsylvania EMS EPortal
A practitioner can do the following by logging into the Pennsylvania EMS EPortal:
1. Search for Continuing Education Classes being held.
2. View their Continuing Education Status Report
3. Electronically submit their Ambulance Licensure for their service.
You must be registered in order to use the EMS EPortal. If you are already registered for the EMS EPortal, then go to Section B.
To get registered, open your web browser and go to www.emmco.org and click on the link from our home page.
On the left side of the screen, click on the New User hyperlink and complete the online registration form. You will need to create a USER
NAME and PASSWORD.
If you get an error message telling you that someone is already using your certification number, you will need to contact EMMCO West (814337-5380). If you need assistance with login issues, you may contact EMMCO West.

Section B: Logging into the EMS EPortal
To login, open your web browser and go to www.emmco.org and click on the link from our home page.
Enter your USER NAME and PASSWORD and click on the LOGIN button.

To view Continuing Education Classes that are being held:
1. Click on the hyperlink “Continuing Education/Certification Course Applications”.
On the left side of the screen, click on the hyperlink “Search for CLASSES being held”.
To search for classes, you may input as much as you want to narrow your search. For Example, if I want to see all of the Continuing
Education Classes for Erie County I will do the following:
1. Click on the radio button “Continuing Ed” for the Type of Class
2. Select “Erie” from the dropdown list under “County where the course is being held”.
3. I will now click on the “Search Now” button at the top of the web page.
You should now have a list of Continuing Education classes that are being held in Erie County displayed on your screen.

To view Continuing Education Status Report:
1. Login into the EMS EPortal as you normally would.
2. Click on the hyperlink “Emergency Medical Services Registry System (EMSRS)”.
3. After you click on the EMS Registry System hyperlink, you should be looking at your profile. Your profile will include your full
name, address, date of birth, certification number, etc.
4. Scroll down this page until you see a button labeled “Print Status Report”.
5. Click on the “Print Status Report” button to have your Continuing Education Status Report generated by Adobe Acrobat Reader.

AS OF JULY 1, 2012, EMMCO WEST WILL NO LONGER BE MAILING ANNUAL STATUS REPORTS.
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EMS
Appreciation
Dinner
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CONGRATULATIONS!
Congratulations to the agencies that have received their renewed license or recognition and a welcome and congratulations
to the new agencies.
January 1st 2012 & April 1st 2012 renewal dates
Jamestown Volunteer Fire Department Ambulance
Stancliff Hose Company
Superior Ambulance Service
A.F. Dobler Hose & Ladder Company
Clarendon Fire Department
Clarion Hospital EMS
East Brady Area Ambulance Service
Hawthorn Area Fire Department QRS
Knox Area Ambulance Service
Sandycreek Twp. Volunteer Fire Department QRS
Shippenville/Elk Volunteer Ambulance Service
Southern Clarion County Ambulance Service
Kuhl Hose Company (Rescue)
Cherrytree Twp. Volunteer Fire Department QRS (new)
Garland Volunteer Fire Department QRS (new)
Hayfield Central Hose Company #1 QRS (new)
Oakland Twp. Volunteer Fire Department QRS (new)
Rockland Volunteer Fire Department QRS (new)
West Mead #2 Volunteer Fire Department QRS (new)
EMMCO West wishes to thank them all for their cooperation during this licensure or recognition process.
It was a pleasure to work with all of you.

Retirement
By Michelle Eaton
I have come to realize that my K9 partner Broadway is more well known than I
could have ever imagined. With that in mind, it is with a very heavy heart that I
am announcing Broadway’s official retirement from the Northwest PA K9
Search and Rescue team (www.nwpak9sar.org). Recently, Broadway was
diagnosed with a torn CCL (like an ACL in a human). She has had surgery to
improve the tear, and is healing wonderfully. However, she is on at least 3
months of restricted activity followed by continued light duty. As many of you
know, we have been working together as partners since she was 9 weeks old. She
has served her community for the past 8 years, training every week, attending
hundreds of PR events, and many search calls. She has given everything she
could to be a valuable member of her team and her community. I am happy to
report that she will be spending her retirement lounging on the couch,
swimming in the creek, chasing her squeaky ball, and getting lots of attention
from her family. Thank you my friend, your job here is done.
Michelle & Broadway
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Hey, Ever Consider Being A
Practical Exam EVALUATOR?
EMMCO West is conducting an Evaluator Training
Program in October 2012. This program prepares
EMS personnel to evaluate at state or national exams.
EMMCO-West Education Center, Meadville, PA
October 16 & 18, 2012
6:00 PM – 10:00 PM
Course Cost is $10.00
Complete an application and send it in by Oct. 11, 2012
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Evaluator Training Program
Purpose:

Training program to objectively assess the abilities of ALS or BLS students tested at state or
national registry practical exams

Qualifications:

Course:



PA DOH certified EMT, Paramedic, PHRN



Certification CPR provider. CPR Instructor Certification preferred



Minimum Age 18



Documented 2 years of prehospital experience

8 Hour Course
EMMCO West Education Center, Meadville, PA
October 16, 2012

6:00 PM – 10:00 PM

October 18, 2012

6:00 PM – 10:00 PM

Internship:

Following the classroom portion, there will be an internship at actual state practical examinations.
Following completion of the internship, evaluator candidates will be considered for employment by
EMMCO West.

Cost:

$10.00 (included with application) Due October 11, 2012
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++

Evaluator Application
Name: ______________________________ Phone: (

) ______________________________________

Address: _______________________________________________________________________________
Email: __________________________________________________________________________________
EMS Certification:

___ EMT-B

___ Paramedic

___ PHRN

EMS Certification #: __________________
Include:

-Copy of CPR recognition and/or CPR Instructor Certification
-Curricula vitae of EMS prehospital experience
Mail Information & Course Fee To:
EMMCO West, Inc.
Suite 101, 16271 Conneaut Lake Rd.
Meadville, PA 16335
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Recently staff has asked me to write an article related to complaint investigations for many different reasons.
This is not a comprehensive review of all aspects of the complaint investigation process, but I will try to hit
points that are important to services and providers.
Notes about the Avoidance: The first point to make is to stay out of the process. Do the right thing. Document well. Use
medical command if you have doubts. Be nice to people. Chances are, if you are nice to the patient, family,
complaint
and any associated agencies on scene, you will not be the subject of a complaint. On a related note, the
complaint investigation process is not always the way to go if you feel something went wrong with an
investigation incident. For example, if you are at a scene of an incident and you feel that something did not go the way you
would have expected it to go, the first call you should probably make (through your chain of command) is to
process
the service manager. Firstly, there may be circumstances related to the incident that you are not aware of
which dictated how things played out. Filing a formal complaint in this case may result in unnecessary
By Chris Heile
hard feelings which only leads to additional problems none of us need. Secondly, you may find that you get
quicker and more definitive results by going directly to the service manger. For example, if you are a BLS crew
at an incident and the Paramedic from the ALS service was being a complete jerk at the scene, you are more
likely to those behaviors changed by going to that service’s management. I don’t speak for Harrisburg, but I
can say with a high degree of certainty that the DOH would authorize a complaint for someone being mean to
other crew members. Obviously, if something seriously wrong did occur, it may be necessary to report it to our office, at which point
the DOH will either authorize a formal complaint or instruct the regional council to conduct a review with the agency medical director.
Confidentiality: Staff at EMMCO West may or may not be aware of an investigation going on but they do not know any of the
details. We don’t discuss these things at the lunch table or anywhere else for that matter, unless there is a need to know. An example
of an exception would be something related to licensure, where the Licensure Coordinator may be asked to provide a statement or may
be asked questions. I also ask anyone who may be questioned as a witness to an event to not discuss the nature of the questions. It’s
been my experience that if the whole county knows details related to a complaint investigation, it’s because the individual or
individuals in question have been talking about it and/or posting about the complaint on social networking sites.
Remediation: When the regional office files a report for an official complaint investigation to the DOH, we are required to
recommend some sort of action if there has been a violation of the EMS Act, Regulation, or Protocol. These recommendations are
almost always in the form of proposed remediation and education, with a goal of correcting the behavior, not punishment for the
behavior. Can you loose your certification or licensure status? Sure, but you have to do something pretty bad for that to happen or you
are simply not cooperating with the investigation process. Think about it. In all of your years in EMS, how many cases have you heard
through the grapevine where a provider has lost their certification or an agency has lost its license? Nearly all of you know of none.
Before we move on, there is another point worth mentioning as it relates to remediation. In way too many of the cases, regardless of
whether or not there was a violation of the EMS Act, Regulations or protocol, one of the findings is that the documentation was
inadequate if not deplorable. You may have a frivolous complaint filed against you but end up having to take a remedial
documentation class and submit PCRs to EMMCO West for review for 3-6 months just because of poor documentation practices.
Remember, your PCR is the record of the incident and the justification for your actions.
Lastly, if I never had to do a complaint investigation for the rest of my career, it would make me very happy. It’s an uncomfortable
situation for all parties involved. Just recently I was asked to conduct an investigation for another regional council. Quite honestly, I
think that’s the way to go. In that scenario, there is little chance that the investigator has had past experience with the agency or
provider in question and vise versa. It eliminates, at best, awkwardness and at worst hard feelings during and after the conclusion of
the event.
In summary:


Stay out of the process, do your job as best you can and work thing out amongst yourselves whenever possible.



If you are involved in a complaint, either as the individual in question or a witness, keep the information private, we do.



Whenever possible, most violations result in remediation and education, not punishment.



You will be treated fairly, and if you don’t think you are or were treated fairly in an investigation, there is a chain of command
that you can follow to confirm or deny that the process has been fair.



Remember that we have a job to do as well. This isn’t personal, it’s part of a system of checks and balances to assure that we
are providing the best possible care that we can to our patients.
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How Low Can You Go? Results
By Trish Skelton
At the end of January, there were six brave teams that started the How Low Can You
Go? contest. It was a 12 week program for the teams to lose weight and get fit. Every
week the teams were required to weigh in and submit them to the office to be tracked.
At the end of the contest, there were three prizes to be awarded: Female/Male with the
highest percentage of weight loss as well as the team with the highest percentage of
weight loss. The teams were invited to the EMS Appreciation Dinner to be honored.
Congratulations to Monica Warner of Elgin Beaverdam who was awarded the female
with the highest percentage lost; Dave Carne-Male with the highest percentage lost and
the Elgin Beaverdam Tons of Fun team. Each of the individual winners was awarded
personal exercise equipment. The winning team received exercise equipment as well as
weight set for their accomplishments. Congratulations to all that participated!
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